Professional Development
2021 Edition

Your Partner in Addressing
Unfinished Learning

i-Ready Professional Development is eligible for
federal funding and can be a part of your plan
to address learning loss. Learn more at
CurriculumAssociates.com/ESSER.

Identify and Address Unfinished
Learning and Measure Progress
i-Ready has the tools to help you identify, address, and measure progress as you take on unfinished learning.
Our professional development equips educators to effectively respond to those student instructional needs
by ensuring students receive the right mix of just-in-time prerequisite instruction, grade-level scaffolding, and
precision interventions tied to their Diagnostic results. We help educators leverage existing and new features with
i-Ready Assessment and Personalized Instruction to take on the unique challenges of the upcoming school year.
Tapping into our integrated, comprehensive network of support, educators learn carefully developed practices
built around the most important actions that drive student growth and help educators strive for equity, which is
particularly important in this time of unfinished learning. We carefully scaffold knowledge to help educators use
i-Ready in a beneficial manner from day one, to deeply infuse data-driven practices into everyday instruction, and
to bring new techniques and insights from our ongoing research to even the most experienced users.

Product
Knowledge

Practice
Change

New Users

Practicing Users

Advanced Users

Connecting
data to
instruction

Embedding
data in daily
instruction

Expanding
use of data for
broader impact

Preferred by Teachers
A 2020 study conducted by Hanover Research found that teachers preferred professional development
conducted by i-Ready Partners over the professional development from other leading providers.

68%

62%
44%

Help Using Program
Data to Inform
Instruction

61%
42%

High-Quality
Tools and
Resources
Percentage Points Rating
as a 4 or 5 on a Scale of 1–5

2

59%
39%

Move Beyond Basic
Product Knowledge to
Instructional Action
Curriculum
Associates

40%

Assisting You in
Interpreting Your
Student Data

Six Top
Providers
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Each i-Ready partner has a different role to play in a successful
implementation, and professional development is what turns
theory into action, desire into day-to-day change.

Account Managers
Dedicated partners working with you to integrate i-Ready into your
classrooms and create a data culture

Professional Development

Achievement Analytics

Experienced educators delivering immersive
experiences focused on best teaching practices to
drive student achievement

Periodic placement and progress analyses with
ongoing analytic support

Educational Consultants

Technical Support

Program design and pedagogy experts providing
strategic guidance

Responsive technical support and proactive issue
identification
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What We Offer
Expert-Facilitated
Sessions Provide the
Foundation of a Data
Culture
Led by expert former educators, our
live professional development sessions
use active, hands-on learning and
engagement with data to build practical
knowledge and pedagogical change.
These sessions can be delivered on site or
virtually. See pages 6–7 for Scope and
Sequence and pricing.

Online Educator Learning
Supporting Development 24/7
The Online Educator Learning platform provides on-demand,
interactive courses that enhance concepts introduced in
facilitated professional development sessions. Educators
complete modular courses when needed, at their own pace.
School and district leaders can access course completion
reports, offering insight into their staff’s professional learning.

4
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Resources for
Teachers and
Leaders to Make
the Most of i-Ready
Comprehensive and easy to access,
i-Ready Central® is filled with a wealth
of resources for teachers, coaches,
and leaders. Carefully curated to
help the novice get just what they
need in the moment or the expert
dive deeply into the many facets of
i-Ready, every educator is welcome
to stop by and get inspiration or an
answer.

Tools to Build a
Collaborative
Learning
Community
Go deep on the areas of i-Ready
that are most useful to your
implementation. Designed to help
you explore key steps and strategies
in professional learning communities,
grade-level team meetings, or other
collaborative settings. Includes all
necessary resources for educators—
including leaders, coaches, or
teachers—to facilitate collaborative
meetings with colleagues.
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Welcome to Ready Classroom Mathematics
From how-to videos to tips and planning tools, find everything you need for success!

Search for Reports, Tips, PPTs, Videos
Not sure what you’re looking for? Explore the Resources Page.

Getting Started

Frequently Asked Questions

Teaching and Learning in SY 2020–2021
At this point in the school year, you want to be thoughtful about how you plan for
students to maximize the impact of your instructional time. To do this, create a
plan that prioritizes different instructional elements, including i-Ready Personalized
Instruction, routines, and student engagement.

Leading Your Implementation

Getting Good Data

Using Your Data

Resources for Learning at Home

Differentiating Instruction

Engaging Students & Families

Using i-Ready with ...

Teaching and
Learning in
SY 2020–2021

What’s New?

Featured Topics

Ideas from
Educators

Frequently
Asked
Questions

Analyzing and Using Your Data

Keep Students Engaged in Learning

This guide helps you answer specific questions about performance, progress, and learning needs based on
the data in i-Ready reports. It shows you which reports contain the right information and suggests specific
actions to take.

Check out ideas from fellow educators who have shared creative ways to engage students throughout
the school year.
View More Ideas

View the Data Analysis Guide

Teaching and Learning in SY 2020–2021

Leader Kit for Teaching and Learning in SY 2020–2021

Use this Kit to help you manage Personalized Instruction during remote teaching and learning.

Use the tools and tips in this Leader Kit to support educators with remote teaching and learning this year.

Discover Tips and Tools to Help Support You in This Unique Year

Use These Recommendations to Plan Your Support

Recommended Resources

Understanding Your Students’ Data

Curriculum Associates’ Blog

Download

Visit

i-Ready Diagnostic Scale Score Placement Tables

Teacher and Leader Success Guides

Learning Games

Download

Teacher Guide / Leader Guide

Read Article

FAQs: Understand student performance at midyear for leaders
and teachers.
Download

CurriculumAssociates.com/PD
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New
Connecting data to instruction

Back to
School

For Leaders:
Data-Driven Leadership Best
Practices I
For Teachers:
Getting Good Data with i-Ready

3 Sessions*
Total: $4,500/site

Included**

Practicing
Embedding data in daily instruction

After the
First
Diagnostic

For Teachers:
Using Data to Plan Instruction

For Leaders:
Data-Driven Leadership
Best Practices II

For Teachers:
Delivering Differentiated Instruction

For Teachers:
Helping All Learners Succeed
Tailored Support
Supporting Fidelity

After the
Second
Diagnostic

We identify data trends and recommend
topics to get everyone on the path to
i-Ready success. This session ensures
momentum from Using Data to
Plan Instruction extends to the
second Diagnostic and beyond.

 ailored Support†
T
Supporting Classroom Impact
We collaborate with you to determine
key focus areas to strengthen your
implementation to build differentiated
agendas to meet their needs and help
develop internal coaching capacity.

*Up to six hours unless otherwise indicated. See pages 14–15 for details about our flexible scheduling and grouping.
**Districts with three or more implementing sites purchasing professional development packages will receive a centralized leadership
session (one per every 10 sites) of up to three hours in length.
†Practicing and Advanced Tailored Support sessions can be scheduled at any time during the school year.
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i-Ready Professional Development
Scope and Sequence
Our professional development is designed to grow along with your implementation,
meeting the learning needs and interests of educators at each phase of their development:
New, Practicing, and Advanced. Our courses address a set of common learning outcomes,
while our Tailored Support sessions deliver targeted outcomes specific to your needs.
All sessions in this scope and sequence can be facilitated on site or virtually. Some sessions
may be recommended for virtual facilitation depending on your implementation needs.

3 Sessions*

2 Sessions*

Total: $4,500/site

Total: $3,000/site

Included**

Included**

Advanced

2 Sessions*
Expanding use of data for broader impact Total: $3,000/site

For Leaders:
Data-Driven Leadership Best Practices III

Included**

1 Session*
Total: $1,500/site

Included**

 ailored Support†
T
Supporting a Data Culture
We work with you to deliver targeted
support to address building- or classroomlevel interests and issues, support new
users, and ensure all educators are evolving
their practice using the latest and greatest
updates and tools for i-Ready.
Support session topics include:
• Data-Driven Differentiated Instruction
• Personalized Instruction
• Data Culture
• Building Coaching Capacity
• And More

For complete descriptions and outcomes
of facilitated sessions, visit CurriculumAssociates.com/PD.
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Your First Year with i-Ready

Surrounded by Support
New: Connecting Data to Instruction
In your first year with i-Ready, our i-Ready Partners will support you every step of the way. Your first year of professional
development will include several expert-led sessions, along with just-in-time online educator learning materials and
resources, as well as resources for PLCs or other educator-led groups to deepen their learning.

Professional Development
Led by Our i-Ready Experts*
For Teachers: Getting Good Data
with i-Ready 1

Online Educator
Learning

Select Teacher and Leader
Resources and Tools**

For Teachers:
Administering the
Diagnostic

For Teachers: Kit: Get Good Data

For Teachers: Using Data to Plan
After
Instruction 4
the First
Diagnostic

For Teachers:
Introduction to
Diagnostic Reports

For Teachers: Kit: Use Data to Plan
Instruction 4

Between
the First
and
Second
Diagnostic

For Teachers:
Best Practices
for Personalized
Instruction 2

For Teachers: Kit: Actively Monitor and
Respond

Before
the First
Diagnostic For Leaders: Data-Driven
Leadership Best Practices I

For Teachers:
Tailored Support
After the Recommended topics include
Growth and Personalized
Second
Diagnostic Instruction

For Leaders: Diagnostic Look Fors 3

For Leaders: Kit: Use Data and Foster a
Data-Driven Culture

For Teachers: Using the Prerequisites
Report to Address Unfinished Learning
Collaborative Learning Extension (CLE)
For Leaders: Leader Guides for Using
the Prerequisites Report to Address
Unfinished Learning CLE

For complete descriptions and outcomes of facilitated sessions, visit CurriculumAssociates.com/PD.
*Can be delivered on site or remotely
**We will recommend additional resources and tools during our courses.
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1 The foundation of a successful first year

is high-quality, reliable data. In this first
session, teachers learn how the i-Ready
Diagnostic works and make a plan to get
good data.

2 Educators use

Online Educator
Learning to dive
into the areas of
i-Ready that are
most applicable
to their needs.

3 Right from the start, leaders are given

the tools they need to give their
implementations a solid foundation by
helping educators establish effective
strategies and foundations that unlock
i-Ready’s potential to drive student growth.

4 After the first Diagnostic, educators analyze
their students’ data, beginning to build
their effective data analysis practices and
planning instruction to address unfinished
learning of their students. They leave the
session with a kit of materials to continue
to home in on their students’ instructional
needs.
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Your Second Year with i-Ready

Making Change through Practice
Practicing: Embedding Data in Daily Instruction
In your second year with i-Ready, our i-Ready Partners take you deeper into using i-Ready to effect change and
drive student growth. Professional development sessions focus deeply on the daily work of data impacting
everyday instructional practices, while Online Educator Learning and resources help educators understand all
of the instructional materials available through i-Ready and how to use them most effectively.

Professional Development
Led by Our i-Ready Experts*

Online Educator
Learning

Select Teacher and Leader
Resources and Tools**

For Teachers: Administering
the Diagnostic

Before
the First
Diagnostic

For Leaders: Examining Historical Data
CLE with Leader Guide and Activities

For Teachers: Delivering
After
Differentiated Instruction
the First
Diagnostic For Leaders: Data-Driven
Leadership Best Practices II

For Teachers: Preparing for
Small Group Instruction

For Teachers:

For Teachers: Introduction
to Growth Reports

Between
Tailored Support
the First
Recommended topics include
and
Monitoring and Responding to
Second
Diagnostic Personalized Instruction and
Student Engagement

After the
Second
Diagnostic

For Teachers: Preparing Students for
the Diagnostic Presentations

For Teachers: Helping All
Learners Succeed 1

For Teachers: Kit: Deliver Differentiated
Instruction 2
For Leaders: Observation and
Implementation Discussion Tools

Revisit if needed: Using
Prerequisites, Using Tools for
Scaffolding Comprehension

For Teachers: Using Data
to Plan Instruction after the
Second Diagnostic 3

For Teachers: Data Chats
For Leaders: CLEs on i-Ready
Instructional Resources recommended
for anytime during the school year

For Teachers: Responding to Midyear
Growth Guidance and Worksheet

For Leaders: Analyzing
Diagnostic Growth to Inform
Decision-Making

For complete descriptions and outcomes of facilitated sessions, visit CurriculumAssociates.com/PD.
*Can be delivered on site or remotely
**We will recommend additional resources and tools during our courses.
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1 Help educators use data in a

continuous feedback process
to accelerate student growth.

2
Help educators make the leap from analyzing
their data to effectively differentiating instruction.

3
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E ducators learn to design activities that
students complete, collaboratively or
independently, during station rotations.

CurriculumAssociates.com/PD
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Year 3 and Beyond

Growing and Changing with You
Advanced: Expanding Data Use for Broader Impact
From your third year on, our i-Ready Partners tailor your support to align with the needs you identify for your
implementation. Professional development sessions are carefully chosen to enrich areas of focus, while Online
Educator Learning and educator resources deepen educator understanding and help experienced users keep pace
with new i-Ready features.

Professional Development
Led by Our i-Ready Experts*

Online Educator
Learning

Select Teacher and Leader
Resources and Tools**

For Teachers: Administering
the Diagnostic

Before
the First
Diagnostic

For Teachers:
Family Engagement CLE 4
For Leaders: Strengthening Collaborative
Planning in Your School CLE

For Teachers:
Tailored Support
After
Recommended
topics include
the First
Diagnostic Using Data to Adjust or
Create Small Groups 1 and
Instructional Deep Dives
For Leaders: Data-Driven
Leadership Best Practices III
Between
the First
and
Second
Diagnostic

For Teachers: Planning and
Evaluating Small Group
Instruction

For Teachers: Data Analysis Guide
For Leaders: Top Leader Action Pack

Revisit if needed: Using
Prerequisites, Using Tools for
Scaffolding Comprehension
For Teachers: Engaging
Students through Data
Chats 3

For Teachers:
Tailored Support
Recommended topics include
After the Using Multiple Data Sources to
Second
Diagnostic Drive Instruction 2 , Special
Group Support by Grade Band,
and Supporting Remote or
Hybrid Instruction with i-Ready

For Teachers: Middle School Lesson
Plans: Engaging Students with i-Ready
For Leaders: Analyzing Diagnostic
Results or Analyzing Personalized
Instruction CLEs 4

For Teachers: Goal Setting CLE
For Leaders: Kit: Reflect and Plan

For complete descriptions and outcomes of facilitated sessions, visit CurriculumAssociates.com/PD.
*Can be delivered on site or remotely
**We will recommend additional resources and tools during our courses.
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1 As teachers advance their use of i-Ready,

they use data to effectively work with
students in small group instruction settings.

2 To make the most of every instructional moment,

educators use their i-Ready data to make effective
choices about how to adjust instruction throughout
the year using multiple sources of data.

3
Explore best practices
for student data chats
through video examples
and preparation tips.

4
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L eaders and coaches use CLEs to build
a productive data culture in their
buildings and better foster collaboration
and growth.

CurriculumAssociates.com/PD
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Flexible Scheduling,
Differentiated Learning
While our professional development scope and sequence is designed to move teachers and
leaders along the continuum from product to practice, we continually calibrate our approach
because not everyone has the same needs at the same time. Our flexible days and groupings
allow us to work with you to meet multiple sets of needs in one session, lasting up to six hours.

Scheduling
Courses

The recommended time for our New and Practicing courses is three hours,
but we work within the flexibility of up to six hours to meet your needs.

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

The Need: Educators at a site have
the same learning needs and can
meet at the same time.

The Need: All educators need the
same learning, but site needs indicate
virtual facilitation is necessary.

The Need: Educators at a site have
varying levels of i-Ready experience or
other differentiated learning needs.

The Solution: Deliver a three-hour
course to all teachers together.

The Solution: Getting Good Data
delivered virtually to groups of
educators split by grade band.

The Solution: Rotate teacher groups
through different courses.

3 hrs

Course delivered to
up to 30 teachers

Break

90 Virtual course for Grades K–1
mins educators

2 hrs

Condensed course
delivered to group with
similar learning needs

2 hrs

Different condensed course
delivered to group with
separate learning needs

90 Virtual course for Grades 2–3
mins educators
90 Virtual course for Grades 4–5
mins educators

Break

Break
3 hrs

14

Site-level leadership planning
with principal, APs, and
coaches

90
Site-level leadership planning
mins

2 hrs

Site-level leadership planning
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“Curriculum Associates
becomes your family,
and it’s all because of the
service you receive.”
—Rosemary V.,
Resource Specialist

Scheduling
Tailored Support

Tailored Support sessions last up to six hours and are designed in
cooperation with leaders and coaches based on implementation
goals and educator needs.

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

The Need: All teachers at a site need support reviewing
their midyear data after the second Diagnostic.

The Need: Advanced i-Ready users need to work on datadriven collaboration strategies specific to their roles.

The Solution: Rotate grade-level teams through
Professional Learning Communities (PLCs).

The Solution: Rotate role-alike teams through advanced
learning modules.

1 hr

PLC to review midyear data with Grade K

1 hr

PLC to review midyear data with Grade 1

1 hr

PLC to review midyear data with Grade 2
Break

1 hr

PLC to review midyear data with Grade 3

1 hr

PLC to review midyear data with Grade 4

2 hrs

Strengthening Your Implementation module for
instructional coaches

2 hrs

Using Multiple Data Sources to Drive Instruction
module for all general education teachers
Break

2 hrs
1 hr

PLC to review midyear data with Grade 5
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Using Multiple Data Sources to Drive Instruction
module with RTI/MTSS focus for intervention
specialists

CurriculumAssociates.com/PD
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Find your local educational consultant at
CurriculumAssociates.com/FindYourRep

To see how other educators are maximizing their
i-Ready experience, follow us on social media!
@myiready
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